Sterile mutants in Caenorhabditis elegans: the synaptonemal complex as an indicator of the stage-specific effect of the mutation.
Two sterile mutants of Caenorhabditis elegans hermaphrodites have been examined using the electron microscope and serial section analysis. The F4 and F80 mutants were described previously ( Mounier and Brun , 1980), and they were shown to be blocked at the start of oogenesis. In the F4 mutant, normal sperm are produced and the pachytene nuclei contain tripartite synaptonemal complexes (SC) between the homologously paired chromosomes. In the F80 asynaptic mutant, only a few sperm are produced and they have abnormal morphology. Whereas SCs and SC associated structures (termed 'SC knobs') are present in the F4, these structures are absent from the F80 . The mutation in F80 affects gametogenesis prior to the pachytene stage of meiosis and pairing of homologous chromosomes apparently does not occur. The SC knobs may influence the regulation of the disjunction of the chromosomes. For that reason, these structures are now termed 'disjunction regulator regions'.